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1. List of Abbreviations 
ACC Accusative 
C Consonant 
CL Verb Class 
COMP Completive 
DES Desiderative  
EQU Equative 
FOC Focus 
FPAST Far Past  
FUT Future 
IMP Imperative  
INSTR Instrumental 
NEG Negative  
NOM Nominaliser 
OBL Obligation 
p PL subject agreement 
PL Plural  
POSS Possessor 
POT Potentiality  
PRES Present 
RPAST Recent Past 
s SG subject agreement 
SG Singular 
V Vowel 
1 1st Person  
2 2nd Person 
3 3rd Person 
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2. Introduction 
Pinai-Hagahai (Grimes: PNN) is spoken by approximately 700 people on 

both sides of the border between Enga and Madang Province in Papua New 
Guinea. Evidence so far has shown that it is a Papuan (Non-Austronesian) 
language of the Piawi family, which includes Haruai, but not Kobon or Enga 
(Davies and Comrie 1985). This family may possibly be included in the East 
New Guinea Highlands Stock of the Trans-New Guinea Phylum (Davies and 
Comrie 1985:282; Comrie 1988: 140-160). Whereas in years past, “Pinai” and 
“Hagahai” were viewed as two different languages, I hold that they are one and 
the same language, yet containing two dialects (Melliger and Weber 1993: 2-5). 
For a discussion of some sociolinguistic aspects see Melliger 2000: 64-122. One 
dialect I call the “Pinai” dialect, while the other should properly be called the 
“Luya-Ginam-Mamusi” dialect, as it is spoken by these three clans. In order to 
simplify the name, I will call it the “Luya-Ginam” dialect since these are the 
two dominant groups. 

The language name “Hagahai” was introduced by outsiders and used to refer 
to that part of the population that generally lives in Madang Province, 
regardless of which dialect they speak. However, since large parts of the 
population display a highly mobile lifestyle and frequently move across the 
border between Enga and Madang province, it seems best to sub-divide the 
whole population according to their actual dialect, rather than according to their 
present place of living.  

This paper is a description of the phonology essentials of the Pinai dialect of 
the Pinai-Hagahai language; a brief introduction to the Luya-Ginam dialect can 
be seen under 3.3 below.  

This analysis is based on my own language work carried out under the 
auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL). The data on which this 
present paper is based consists of approximately 1000 unelicited sentences 
stemming from 90 taped and transcribed stories. I further elicited approximately 
2000 more or less isolated sentences, phrases, and words.  

Apart from my own, no linguistic work known to me has been carried out in 
the Pinai-Hagahai language. Haruai, the only related language on the family 
level, has been investigated to some extent, but not much material has been 
made available for the purpose of this paper.  

In this paper, I use the following conventions: [ ] for phonetic, / / for 
phonemic, and < > for orthographic representation. In phonological examples, 
as in the following, the item is first numbered, then stated phonemically in / / 
with morpheme breaks (+) where applicable. Then the example is stated 
phonetically in [ ] with syllable breaks (.). Parts under consideration are in bold. 
Then follows an analysis by morphemes in ‘ ’, and finally a free translation is 
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given in cursive and in ’ ’. Where appropriate, the symbol # is used to indicate 
word breaks according to phonological criteria like stress, not according to 
grammatical or orthographic considerations. 

1) /m+inA/ [mi.nA] ‘eat-FUT2s’ ’You will eat.’ 

3. General Overview 
3.1 General Comments 

Language specific phonological characteristics include the following: 
• Lengthened consonants do not occur. 
• Lengthened vowels are often, but not always, the result of two 

morphemes joined together. 
• Voiced plosives are not prenasalized, unless loan words are involved or 

words are adapted to the way they are pronounced by the neighbouring 
Enga language group. (E.g. the place name /megAu/ in Enga Province is 
sometimes pronounced [meN.gAu9], which, however, is not the regular 
pronunciation used when Pinai-Hagahai speakers are among themselves.)  

• Final vowels of words are often not uttered or uttered voicelessly. 
• Although some words appear to end in the consonant /m/ (e.g. /diAm/, 

‘yesterday’; /monuwom/, ‘self’, /lAm/, ‘OBL’), the underlying form of 
this ending is /mu/. 

• Morphophonemic changes can take place in vowels when different 
morphemes are joined together. 

• Established syllable patterns are as follows: V and CV. 
• No non-ambiguous closed (CVC) syllables, consonant clusters, or CCV 

syllable patterns occur. 

4. Suprasegmentals 
Stress is always on the first syllable of the word and is indicated by higher 

pitch and loudness. Since it is regular I do not write it in the phonetic 
transcription. 

The intonation drops from the first syllable towards the end of the word, 
except in polar questions where the intonation is falling-rising on the last 
syllable of the final word of the clause. Pinai-Hagahai is not a tonal language.  
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Falling intonation on [n´] and [nA] results in a statement: 

2) /gˆ#d´+n´/ [gˆ d´.n´] ‘water be-PRES3s’ ’There is water.’ 

3) /m+inA/ [mi.nA] ‘eat-FUT2s’ ’You will eat.’ 

In the following examples, falling-rising intonation on [n´] and [nA] results 
in a question: 

4) /gˆ#d´+n´/ [gˆ d´.n´] ‘water be-PRES3s’ ’Is there any water?’ 

5) /m+inA/ [mi.nA] ‘eat-FUT2s’ ’Will you eat?’ 

3.3. A Brief Comparison Between the Two Dialects 
For the purpose of this paper, I will only touch on lexical variation and 

phonological differences; I will not address the grammatical differences that 
exist between the two dialects.  

3.3.1 Lexical Variation  
In comparing 166 lexical items given to me by reliable speakers of the two 

dialects, I found a total of 129 items or 78% to be cognate. Of these 129 cognate 
items, 26 are phonologically identical (15% of 166), while 103 (62% of 166) 
are related, i.e. easily recognisable but not identical. Of the 166 items, 37 (or 
22%) are unrelated, i.e. not recognisable at all.  

Where the vocabulary is not related, the differences can possibly come from 
influences of neighbouring languages. It needs to be kept in mind that the 
speakers of the Pinai dialect are geographically and socially closer to the 
Engans, while the speakers of the Luya-Ginam dialect are closer to the 
linguistically related Haruai. Some examples:  

English Gloss Pinai Dialect Luya-Ginam Dialect 
‘vine’ [i] [n´.gˆ] 
‘no’ [u9A˘m] [gA.du.A] 
‘bark of a tree’ [mu.nA lˆ.xA] [mu.nA u9u.ni] 
‘he/she/it is walking’ [nu.gA du.o.mo.d´] [no.xo bo.dom.d´]1 

Table 1: Some Vocabulary Differences 

                                                           
1 In this word only, the [d] in the second syllable of the word [bo.dom.d´] appears to be 

in free fluctuation with [r]. This could possibly be an indication that historically /bo/ 
and /domd´/ were two words.  
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3.3.2 Phonological Differences 
The following table shows some general differences between the sounds of 

the two dialects. These observations are general in nature and are not to be 
viewed as rules that apply in every instance.  

Tendencies  Examples 

Pinai Dialect Luya-Ginam Dialect Gloss Pinai Dialect Luya-Ginam 
Dialect 

[#V] [#hV] ‘leaf’ [A.nA] [hA.nA] 

  ‘grease’ [´.x´] [h´.kÉx´] 

[#V{HIGH FRONT}] [#hV{HIGH CENTRAL}] ‘leg’ [i.dA] [hˆ.dA] 

  ‘banana’ [i.di] [hˆ.dˆ] 

[VxVx] [VxhVx] ‘star’ [gu˘] [gu.hu] 

  ‘planting 
stick’ 

[iªA˘] [iªA.hA] 

[g] [x] ‘nose’ [nA.mA.g´] [nA.mA.x´]  

  ‘you-SG’ [nA.gA]  [nA.xA]  

[r] [ˇH] ‘bird’ [iªAu9.ru] [iªAu9.ˇHu] 

  ‘middle’ [mu.rˆ] [mu.ˇHˆ] 

Table 2: Tendencies of Differences between the Two Dialects 
Some notable exceptions to the above tendencies are seen in the following 

examples: 
Tendencies  Exceptions 

Pinai Dialect Luya-Ginam Dialect Gloss Pinai Dialect Luya-Ginam 
Dialect 

[#V] [#HV] ‘cloud’ [o.mo] [iªo.mo] 

[#V{HIGH FRONT }] [#HV{HIGH CENTRAL}] ‘wind’ [i.si] [i.si] 

[VXVX] [VXHVX] ‘afternoon’ [do˘.bu.bu] [dç˘.bu.bu]2 

Table 3: Exceptions to Tendencies of Differences between the Two Dialects 
As seen in the above tables, the Luya-Ginam dialect, as opposed to the Pinai 

dialect, frequently employs the sound [h] (hence the two <h>’s in the name 

                                                           
2 In the Pinai dialect, I interpret [o] and [ç] to be variants of the same phoneme /o/.  
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“Hagahai”). Based on my present data, I draw the conclusion that [h] is 
phonemic in the Luya-Ginam dialect.  

One other phonological feature to be considered is the occasional use of pre-
nasalisation in the two dialects. In the Pinai dialect, pre-nasalisation is used 
sometimes with place and personal names. I hypothesise that this is to 
accomodate Enga visitors who speak a language which makes extensive use of 
pre-nasalisation.  

English Gloss Pinai Dialect 
‘Megau’ (place name) [me.gAu9] or [meN.gAu9] 
‘Tade’ (personal name) [tHA.de] or [tHAn.de] 

Table 4: Pre-Nasalisation in the Pinai Dialect 
In the Luya-Ginam dialect, however, I also found the occasional use of pre-

nasalisation in words other than place and personal names. The following 
examples can be explained by the occurrence (in the Pinai dialect) or the 
omission (in the Luya-Ginam dialect) of a vowel between a nasal and the 
following consonant. It needs to be kept in mind that pre-nasalisation in the 
Pinai-Hagahai language is the exception, not the rule.   

English Gloss Pinai Dialect Luya-Ginam Dialect 
‘I’  [ni.gA]  [Ng´]  
‘we’  [nA.ni.gA]  [AN.g´]  
‘sit’  [E.mE.d´]  [hAm.d´]  
‘he/she/it is walking’ [nu.gA du.o.mo.d´] [no.xo bo.dom.d´] 

Table 5:Pre-Nasalisation in the Luya-Ginam Dialect 
as Compared to the Pinai Dialect 
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3.4 Phonemic Inventory 
The phonemes are written according to the International Phonetic Alphabet 

(IPA). 

3.4.1 Consonants 
The following chart displays the consonant phonemes in the Pinai-Hagahai 

language: 

 Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 
Plosive      voiceless p  t     
    voiced b d  g   
Nasal m n     
Fricative  s  x h 3 
Approximant   j    

Lateral approximant  l     

Table 6: Table of Consonants 
Other consonants: 
w voiced labial-velar approximant 

dÉZ voiced alveopalatal affricate  

3.4.2 Vowels 
The following chart displays the vowel phonemes in the Pinai-Hagahai 

language:  
Front Central Back  

Unrounded Rounded Unrounded Rounded Unrounded Rounded 
Close i  …   u 
Near-close       
Close-mid e     o 
Mid   ´    
Open-mid       
Near-open Q      
Open     A  

Table 7: Table of Vowels  

                                                           
3 The phoneme /h/ is limited to the Luya-Ginam dialect. Since I am concentrating on the 

Pinai dialect, I will not attempt to analyse it in this paper.  
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3.5 Orthography 
In accordance with Pinai-Hagahai native speakers, I tentantively decide on 

the following orthographic representation of the phonemes: 

Phonemes and Orthography 
 b d e  i d x l m n o p  s t u w j ´ ˆ Q 
a b d e g i j k l m n o p r s t u w y o u ae 

As can be seen, under-differentiation occurs in two places: 
• /u/ and /ˆ/ are both represented by <u>. 

• /o/ and /´/ are both represented by <o>. 

Furthermore, for /Q/ the sequence <ae> is used.  

To under-differentiate the vowels /ˆ/ and /´/ was the expressed desire of 
some of the literate Pinai-Hagahai people; the use of diacritics, special 
characters, or sequences was rejected. In contrast, no objection has ever been 
raised to the sequence <ae> for /Q/. So far, Pinai-Hagahai readers have 
displayed the ability to read syllables and words in context which means they 
are able to properly read <u> and <o>. Depending on the context, they correctly 
pronounce either [u], [ˆ], [o], or [´]. Writing does take more practice, but 
ultimately the same mechanism takes place: The context decides which letter is 
to be written.  

4. Analysis of Consonants, Vowels, and Diphthongs 
4.1 Consonants 

The pronunciation of the consonants corresponds with the one suggested by 
the IPA chart except in the following instances.  

Phonemes  Variants  Distribution 
/p/ [pÉ∏] ~ [∏] ~ [pH]   in free variation  
/t/ [ˇH] ~ [tH] ~ [r] word initially 
 [r] intervocalically 
/x/ [x] ~ [kÉx]  in free variation 
/l/ [l] ~ [Ò]  in free variation 
/ni/ [ni] ~ [¯i] ~ [¯i9] word medially  
 [ni] ~ [¯i] word finally  

Table 8: Consonant Phonemes with Variants  
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In the following phonetic examples, I use the first variants only as they are 
more common.  

4.1.1 Bilabial Consonants Word Initially: /p/, /b/, /m/ 

6) /p+A/ [pÉ∏A] ‘speak-IMPs’ ‘Speak!’ 
7) /bQ/ [bQ] ‘and’ ‘and’ 
8) /m+A/ [mA] ‘eat-IMPs’ ‘Eat!’ 

4.1.2 Bilabial Consonants Intervocalically: /p/, /b/, /m/ 

9) /ApA/ [A.pÉ∏A] ‘cross’ ‘cross’ 
10) /AbA / [A.bA] ‘papa’ ‘papa’ 
11) /mAmA / [mA.mA] ‘mama’ ‘mama’ 

4.1.3 Nasal Consonants Word Initially: /m/, /n/ 

12) /mAg´/ [mA.g´] ‘fruit’ ‘fruit’ 

13) /nAgA/ [nA.gA] ‘you-SG’ ‘you’ 

4.1.4 Nasal Consonants Intervocalically: /m/, /n/ 
14) /mAmA/ [mA.mA] ‘mama’ ‘mama’ 
15) /mAnA/ [mA.nA] ‘learn’ ‘learn’ 

4.1.5 Velar Consonants Word Initially: /x/, /g/  
16) /xA/ [xA] ‘NEG’ ‘not’ 
17) /go/ [go] ‘look’ ‘look’ 

18) /xosi/ [xo.si] ‘Kosi’ ‘Kosi’ (personal name) 
19) /gose/ [go.se] ‘grass’ ‘grass’ 

4.1.6 Velar Consonants Intervocalically: /x/, /g/ 
20) /mAxe/ [mA.xe] ‘Make’ ‘Make’ (personal name) 
21) /mAg´/ [mA.g´] ‘fruit’ ‘fruit’ 
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4.1.67 Plosive Consonants Word Initially: /p/, /t/, /b/, /d/, /g/ 
22) /p+A/ [pÉ∏A] ‘speak-IMPs’ ‘Speak!’ 
23) /tA/ [ˇHA] ‘ash’ ‘ash’ 

24) /bo/ [bo] ‘COMP’ ‘COMP’ 
25) /d+A/ [dA] ‘be-IMPs’ ‘Stay!’ 
26) /go/ [go]  ‘look’ ‘look’ 

4.1.8 Plosive Consonants Intervocalically: /p/, /t/, /b/, /d/, /g/ 
27) /ApA/ [A.pÉ∏A] ‘cross’ ‘cross’ 
28) /AtA/ [A.rA] ‘bark’ ‘(sugar cane) bark’ 

29) /AbA / [A.bA] ‘papa’ ‘papa’ 
30) /AdA / [A.dA] ‘jaw’ ‘jaw’ 
31) /nAgA/ [nA.gA] ‘you-SG’ ‘you’ 

4.1.9 Fricative Consonants Word Initially: /s/, /x/ 
32) /sA/ [sA] ‘above’ ‘above’ 
33) /xA/ [xA]  ‘NEG’ ‘not’ 

4.1.10 Fricative Consonants Intervocalically: /s/, /x/  

34) /AsA / [A.sA] ‘how?’ ‘how?’ 
35) /Ax´/ [A.x´]  ‘sharpen’ ‘sharpen’ 

4.1.11 Coronal Consonants Word Initially: /t/, /d/, /n/, /s/, /l/, /dÉZ/ 

36) /tA/ [ˇHA] ‘ash’ ‘ash’ 
37) /d+A/ [dA] ‘be-IMPs’ ‘Stay!’ 
38) /sA/ [sA] ‘above’ ‘above’ 
39) /d´/ [d´] ‘be’ ‘be’ 
40) /n´´/ [n´˘] ‘give’ ‘give’ 
41) /s´/ [s´] ‘below’ ‘below’ 
42) /l´/ [l´] ‘say’ ‘say’ 
43) /d+i/ [di] ‘be-DES’ ‘want to stay’ 
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44) /dÉZi/ [dÉZi] ‘road’ ‘road’ 
45) /silA/ [si.lA] ‘sugar cane’ ‘sugar cane’ 
46) /dÉZilo/ [dÉZi.lo] ‘jilo-arrow’ ‘kind of arrow’ 

4.1.12  Coronal Consonants Intervocalically: /t/, /d/, /n/, /s/, /l/, /dÉZ/ 

47) /AtA/ [A.rA] ‘bark’ ‘(sugar cane) bark’ 
48) /AdA / [A.dA] ‘jaw’ ‘jaw’ 
49) /AnA / [A.nA] ‘leaf’ ‘leaf’ 
50) /AsA / [A.sA] ‘how?’ ‘how?’ 
51) /A+l´ / [A.l´] ‘some-that’ ‘some (SG)’ 
52) /jAsi/ [iªA.si] ‘sweet potato’ ‘sweet potato’ 
53) /jAdÉZi/ [iªA.dÉZi] ‘food’ ‘food’ 
54) /nidÉZA/ [ni.dÉZA] ‘you-PL’ ‘you’ 
55) /sitA/ [si.rA] ‘pandanus’ ‘pandanus’ 
56) /silA/ [si.lA] ‘sugar cane’ ‘sugar cane’ 

4.1.13 Approximant Consonants Word Initially: /w/, /j/ 

57) /w+umu/ [u9u.mu] ‘plant-FPAST1s’ ‘I planted.’ 
58) /´+umu/ [u.mu]4 ‘take-FPAST1s’ ‘I took.’ 
59) /w+umA/ [u9u.mA] ‘plant-FPAST2s’ ‘You planted.’ 
60) /´+umA/ [u.mA] ‘take-FPAST2s’ ‘You took.’ 
61) /w+A/ [u9A] ‘plant-IMPs’ ‘Plant!’ 
62) /u+A/ [u.A] ‘yellow firewood’ ‘yellow firewood’ 

63) /j´+imA/ [iªi.mA]5 ‘come-FPAST2s’ ‘You came.’ 
64) /im+A/ [i.mA] ‘cry-IMPs’ ‘Cry!’ 
65) /jAsi/ [iªA.si] ‘sweet potato’ ‘sweet potato’ 
66) /iAsi/ [i.A.si] ‘Iasi’ ‘Iasi’ (personal name) 

                                                           
4 For the morphophonemic change taking place in this and other words, see Section 6 on 

Morphophonemics. 
5 When eliciting minimal pairs, this word (and similar ones) was clearly pronounced this 

way. However, in fast everyday speech this word is often heard only as [imA]. See 
6.1.3.2. 
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67) /j´+e/ [iªe] ‘come-IMPp’ ‘Come!’ 
68) /ie/ [i.e] ‘black’ ‘black’ 

69) /we/ [u9e] ‘talk’ ‘language’ 
70) /j´+e/ [iªe] ‘come-IMPp’ ‘Come!’ 

4.1.14 Approximant Consonants Word Medially Syllable Initially: 
/w/, /j/ 

71) /xewA/ [xe.u9A] ‘Kewa’ ‘Kewa’ (personal name) 
72) /xowA/ [xo.u9A] ‘corn’ ‘corn’ 
73) /xAuA/ [xA.u.A] ‘father-of-father’ ‘grand-father’ 

74) /siwo/ [si.u9o] ‘tongue’ ‘tongue’ 
75) /seiwA/6 [seiª.u9A] ‘Yuat’ ‘Yuat’ (name of river) 
76) /AijA/ [Aiª.iªA] ‘brother-of-father’ ‘uncle’ 
77) /AujA/ [Au99.iªA] ‘child-of-brother’ ‘nephew’ 

4.2 Vowels 
The pronunciation of the vowels corresponds with the one suggested by the 

IPA chart except in the following instances.  

Phonemes  Variants  Distribution 
/o/ [o] ~ [ç]  in free variation  
/ni/ [ni] ~ [¯i] ~ [¯i9] word medially  
 [ni] ~ [¯i] word finally  

Table 9: Vowel Phonemes with Variants  

                                                           
6 The phonetic semi-vowels occurring in offglides such as [eiª], [Aiª], [Au9], [ou9], etc., are 

discussed under vowels. See 4.3.3 
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In the following examples, I use the first variant only as it is the most 
common.  

4.2.1 Vowels Word Initially: /A/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/, /ˆ/, /´/, /Q/ 

78) /AnA/ [A.nA] ‘leaf’ ‘leaf’ 
79) /´nA/ [´.nA] ‘and’ ‘and’ 
80) /unA/ [u.nA] ‘hole’ ‘hole’ 
81) /j´+inA/ [i.nA] ‘come-FUT2s’ ‘You will come.’ 
82) /´+inA/ [ˆ.nA] ‘take-FUT2s’ ‘You will take.’ 

83) /´+A+ne/ [A.ne] ‘take-IMPs-POT’ ‘Take, please!’ 
84) /´+e+ne/ [e.ne] ‘take-IMPp-POT’ ‘Take, please!’ 

85) /Ax´/ [A.x´] ‘sharpen’ ‘sharpen’ 
86) /ix´/ [i.x´] ‘harvest’ ‘harvest’ 
87) /´x´/ [´.x´] ‘grease’ ‘grease’ 
88) /Qx´/ [Q.x´] ‘fear’ ‘fear’ 

89) /j´+umu/ [i.mu] ‘come-FPAST1s’ ‘I came.’ 

90) /´+umu/ [u.mu] ‘take-FPAST1s’ ‘I took.’ 
91) /omu/ [o.mu] ‘ginger’ ‘ginger’ 

4.2.2 Vowels Word Medially: /A/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/, /ˆ/, /´/, /Q/ 

92) /mAmA/ [mA.mA] ‘mama’ ‘mama’ 
93) /m+umu/ [mu.mu] ‘eat-FPAST1s’ ‘I ate.’ 
94) /m+imi/ [mi.mi] ‘eat-FPAST2/3p’ ‘You/they ate.’ 
95) /m+eni/ [me.ni] ‘eat-FUT2/3p’ ‘You/they will eat.’ 
96) /m+onˆ/ [mo.nˆ] ‘eat-FUT1p’ ‘We will eat.’ 
97) /nigA/ [ni.gA] ‘I’ ‘I’ 
98) /nAgA/ [nA.gA] ‘you-SG’ ‘you’ 
99) /nugA/ [nu.gA] ‘he/she/it’ ‘he’ 
100) /megA/ [me.gA] ‘place’ ‘place’ 
101) /mAg´/ [mA.g´] ‘fruit’ ‘fruit’ 
102) /mog´/ [mo.g´] ‘put’ ‘put’ 
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103) /s´g´/ [s´.g´] ‘marata’ ‘marata’ 
104) /sedÉZe/ [se.dÉZe] ‘tobacco’ ‘tobacco’ 
105) /lˆgˆ/ [lˆ.gˆ] ‘boil’ ‘boil’ 
106) /lugu/ [lu.gu] ‘wet ground’ ‘wet ground’ 
107) /mAsA/ [mA.sA] ‘mat’ ‘mat’ 
108) /mese/ [me.se] ‘charcoal’ ‘charcoal’ 
109) /mQsu/ [mQ.su] ‘Maesu’ ‘Maesu 

   (personal name) 
110) /m´lu/ [m´.lu] ‘Melu’ ‘Melu’ 

   (personal name) 
111) /mel´/ [me.l´] ‘become’ ‘become’  
112) /duo+mo+dˆl´/ [du.o.mo.dˆ.l´] ‘go-CL-PRES1s’ ‘I am going.’ 
113) /duo+mo+d´lˆ/ [du.o.mo.d´.lˆ] ‘go-CL-PRES1p’ ‘We are going.’ 
114) /sAmu/ [sA.mu] ‘samu-fruit’ ‘kind of fruit’ 
115) /sˆmu/ [sˆ.mu] ‘wind’ ‘wind’ 
116) /si+mu/ [si.mu] ‘tip-EQU’ ‘(This) is a tip.’ 
117) /bQ+mu/ [bQ.mu] ‘thing-EQU’ ‘(This) is a thing.’ 

118) /nimQi/ [ni.mQiª] ‘sister’ ‘sister’6 
119) /pinAi/ [pÉ∏i.nAiª] ‘Pinai’ ‘Pinai’ 

   (personal name) 
120) /d´+nei/ [d´.neiª] ‘be-PRES2p’ ‘You are.’ 

4.2.3 Vowels Word Finally: /A/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/, /ˆ/, /´/, /Q/ 

121) /m+A/ [mA] ‘eat-IMPs’ ‘Eat!’ 
122) /m+e/ [me] ‘eat-IMPp’ ‘Eat!’ 
123) /m+i/ [mi] ‘eat-DES’ ‘want to eat’ 
124) /m+o/ [mo] ‘eat-RPAST3s’ ‘He (just) ate.’ 
125) /m+umu/ [mu.mu] ‘eat-FPAST1s’ ‘I ate.’ 
126) /m+imi/ [mi.mi] ‘eat-FPAST2/3p’ ‘You/they ate.’ 
127) /d´/ [d´] ‘be’ ‘be’ 

                                                           
7 This word really means ‘opposite-sex sibling’.  
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128) /bo/ [bo] ‘COMP’ ‘COMP’ 
129) /bQ/ [bQ] ‘and’ ‘and’ 

130) /j´+eni/ [iªe.ni] ‘come-FUT2/3p’ ‘You/they will come.’ 
131) /j´+e+ne/ [iªe.ne] ‘come-IMPp-POL’‘Please come!’ 
132) /j´n´/ [iª́ .n´]8 ‘pig’ ‘pig’ 
133) /j´+enˆ/ [iªe.nˆ] ‘come-FUT3s’ ‘He will come.’ 
134) /gˆ/ [gˆ] ‘water’ ‘water’ 
135) /g+i/ [gi] ‘look-DES’ ‘want to look’ 
136) /lˆgˆ/ [lˆ.gˆ] ‘boil’ ‘boil’ 
137) /lugu/ [lu.gu] ‘wet ground’ ‘wet ground’ 
138) /gˆ+d´/ [gˆ.d´] ‘water-FOC’ ‘the water’ 
139) /gˆd+e/ [gˆ.de] ‘cut-IMPp’ ‘Cut!’ 

4.3 Diphthongs 
Diphthongs occur frequently, and I define them as vowel sequences 

involving two vowels within the same syllable.  

4.3.1 Geminate Vowels  
Geminate vowels (/AA/, /ee/, /ii/, /oo/, /uu/, /´´/, /QQ/) within the same 

syllable are possible for all the vowels except /ˆ/ of which I have no example in 
my data. Across word boundaries, many more examples are possible than the 
ones I listed below. 

140) /nuAA/ [nu.A˘] ‘father’ ‘father’ 
141) /nuA/ [nu.A] ‘fight’ ‘fight’ 
142) /sA+´gˆ/ [sA˘.gˆ] ‘above boy’ ‘the boy above’ 
143) /sA+gˆ/ [sA.gˆ] ‘above water’ ‘the water above’ 
144) /sA+A/ [sA˘] ‘above firewood’ ‘the firewood above’ 
145) /sA/ [sA] ‘above’ ‘above’ 
146) /meedÉZi / [me˘.dÉZi] ‘eye’ ‘eye’ 

                                                           
8 In elicited, deliberate speech, this is how this word is pronounced and distinguished 

from others. In normal speech, however, this word is usually pronounced [iªe.n´]. See 
6.1.3.1. 
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147) /medÉZi / [me.dÉZi] ‘accordingly’ ‘accordingly’ 
148) /meed´ / [me˘.d´] ‘pain’ ‘pain’ 
149) /mQQd´ / [mQ˘.d´] ‘if’ ‘if’ 
150) /je+jemA/ [iªe˘.mA] ‘this woman’ ‘this woman’ 
151) /jemA/ [iªe.mA] ‘woman’ ‘woman’ 
152) /i+´gˆ/ [i˘.gˆ] ‘down-there boy’ ‘the boy down there’ 
153) /i+gˆ/ [i.gˆ] ‘down-there water’ ‘the water down there’ 
154) /i+ubu/ [i˘.bu] ‘vine bridge’ ‘vine bridge’ 
155) /j´+ubu/ [i.bu] ‘come-NOM’ ‘habitually coming’ 
156) /niig+A/ [ni˘.gA] ‘read-IMPs’ ‘Read!’ 
157) /nigA/ [ni.gA] ‘I’ ‘I’ 
158) /xoomo/ [xo˘.mo] ‘crocodile’ ‘crocodile’ 
159) /xomo/ [xo.mo] ‘green’ ‘green’ 
160) /go+´+oni/ [go˘.ni] ‘look-take-FUT2/3p’ ‘You/they will find.’ 
161) /g+oni/ [go.ni] ‘look-FUT2/3p’ ‘You/they will look.’ 

162) /du+umA/ [du˘.mA] ‘go-FPAST2s’ ‘You went.’ 
163) /d´+umA/ [dˆ.mA] ‘be-FPAST2s’ ‘You were.’ 
164) /uluu/ [u.lu˘] ‘frog’ ‘frog’ 
165) /ulu/ [u.lu] ‘bad’ ‘bad’ 

166) /´´x´/ [´˘.x´] ‘bring’ ‘bring’ 
167) /´x´/ [´.x´] ‘grease’ ‘grease’ 
168) /s´+´gˆ/ [s´˘.gˆ] ‘below boy’ ‘the boy below’ 
169) /s´+gˆ/ [s´.gˆ] ‘below water’ ‘the water below’ 
170) /j´´+d´/ [iª́ ˘.d´] ‘hear-PRES3s’ ‘He is hearing.’ 
171) /j´+n´/ [iª́ .n´] ‘pig’ ‘pig’ 

172) /Qx´/ [Q.x´] ‘fear’ ‘fear’ 
173) /´´x´/ [´˘.x´] ‘bring’ ‘bring’ 
174) /jQQ+x´/ [iªQ˘.x´] ‘here-at’ ‘here’ 
175) /jAxA/ [iªA.xA] ‘with’ ‘with’ 
176) /jQQ+d´/ [iªQ˘.d´] ‘here-FOC’ ‘here’ 
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177) /jed´/ [iªe.d´] ‘this-FOC’ ‘this’ 
178) /wQQg´/ [u9Q˘.g´] ‘leave’ ‘leave’ 
179) /wAg´mAg´/ [u9A.g´.mA.g´] ‘quickly’ ‘quickly’ 

Although it is interesting that in all my data I have no example of /ˆˆ/, 
neither within or across syllable boundaries nor across word boundaries, it is 
nevertheless conceivable that such a combination is possible.  

While the following examples do not occur in my present data, they could 
easily be constructed or elicited.  

180) /gˆ+´+inA/ [gˆ˘.nA] ‘water take-FUT2s’ ‘You will take water.’ 
181) /gˆ+´nA/ [gˆ˘.nA] ‘water and’ ‘water and’ 

Compare the following examples which are found in my present data: 

182) /gi+´nA/ [gi˘.nA] ‘time and’ ‘time and’ 
183) /g+inA/ [gi.nA] ‘look-FUT2s’ ‘You will look.’ 
184) /gˆnAm/ [gˆ.nAm] ‘Ginam’ ‘Ginam’ (clan name) 

4.3.2 Explanation and Hypothesis 
In many cases, vowel sequences involving the same vowels indicate that 

two morphemes are joined together, of which the first ends in a vowel and the 
second begins in a vowel. Some of these combinations involve 
morphophonemic changes. 

185) /du+umu/ [du˘.mu] ‘go-FPAST1s’ ‘I went.’ 
186) /je+jemA/ [iªe˘.mA] ‘this woman’ ‘this woman’ 

In other cases, there are two variants of the same word: one with a vowel 
sequence VxVx, the other with the pattern VxCVx, which is often the one viewed 
as the “more correct” or the “proper” form, especially when uttered in slow 
speech.  

187) /meedÉZi / [me˘.dÉZi] ‘eye’ ‘eye’ 

“More correct” variant: 
188) /memedÉZi / [me.me.dÉZi] ‘eye’ ‘eye’ 

189) /lisee/ [li.se˘] ‘POSS’ ‘POSS’ 

 “More correct” variant: 
190) /lisene/ [li.se.ne] ‘POSS’ ‘POSS’ 
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In cases where such a sequence involves only one morpheme, I hypothesise 
that historically there either were two morphemes or that the two vowels used to 
be separated by a consonant. Interestingly, the Luya-Ginam dialect often inserts 
an [h] between vowels that are the same.  

Pinai dialect: 
191) /jAA/ [iªA˘] ‘planting stick’ ‘planting stick’ 
192) /guu/ [gu˘] ‘star’ ‘star’ 

Luya-Ginam dialect: 
193) /jAhA/ [iªA.hA] ‘planting stick’ ‘planting stick’ 
194) /guhu/ [gu.hu] ‘star’ ‘star’ 

In the following examples, the first line shows how the word is used today; 
the second is a suggestion from what form this word might have developed: 

195) /jeebi/ [iªe˘.bi] ‘now’ ‘now’ 
196) /je+ebi/ (?) [iªe e.bi] ‘this moment’ ‘this moment’ 
197) /xoomo/ [xo˘.mo] ‘crocodile’ ‘crocodile’ 
198) /xomomo/ (?) [xo.mo.mo] ‘crocodile’ ‘crocodile’ 

4.3.3 Diphthongs Involving Different Vowels 
Diphthongs involving different vowels within the same syllable are limited 

to a vowel plus /i/ or /u/ occurring in offglides. The following combinations are 
possible: /Ai/, /ei/, /oi/, /ui/, /Qi/9, and /Au/, /ou/. In these cases, I interpret the 
phonetic semi-vowels [iª] and [u9] to be semi-vowels. However, when [iª] and [u9] 
precede a vowel, I interpret them as consonants (see 4.1.13 above and 4.1.14). 
In the following examples, it is probably best to read the phonetic transcription 
first, and then to compare it to the phonemic interpretation.  

                                                           
9 For the combination of /´i/ see 6.2.2. 
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4.3.3.1 The Sequences /Ai/, /ei/, /oi/, /ui/, /Qi/  
Not all vowels occur equally often before /i/ as will be seen in the following 

examples. 

199) /Ai/ [Aiª] ‘what?’ ‘what?’ 
200) /A#i/ [A i] ‘any vine’ ‘any vine’ 
201) /AijA/ [Aiª.iªA] ‘brother-of-father’ ‘uncle’ 
202) /AjA/ [A.iªA] ‘aia-grass’ ‘kind of grass’ 
203) /AinAA/ [Aiª.nA˘] ‘Ainaa’ ‘Ainaa’ (personal name) 
204) /AnA/ [A.nA] ‘leaf’ ‘leaf’ 
205) /xAinAm/ [xAiª.nAm] ‘kainam-arrow’ ‘kind of arrow 
206) /xA#j´+in´/ [xA i.n´] ‘NEG-come-FUT1s’ ‘I won’t come.’ 
207) /mAnA+in´/ [mA.nA.i.n´] ‘learn-FUT1s’ ‘I will learn.’ 
208) /mAnAi/ [mA.nAiª] ‘Manai’ ‘Manai’ (personal name) 
209) /xAlAi/ [xA.lAiª] ‘work’ ‘work’ 
210) /sA+i/ [sA.i] ‘above vine’ ‘the vine above’ 

211) /eisi/ [eiª.si] ‘away’ ‘away’ 
212) /esi/ [e.si] ‘cliff’ ‘cliff’ 
213) /mei+d´/ [meiª.d´] ‘name-FOC’ ‘the name’ 
214) /meed´ / [me˘.d´] ‘pain’ ‘pain’ 
215) /sein´/ [seiª.n´] ‘smell’ ‘smell’ 
216) /s´+i/ [s´.i] ‘below vine’ ‘the vine below’ 
217) /mei/ [meiª] ‘name’ ‘name’ 

218) /oie/10 [oiª.e] ‘oie-leaf’ ‘kind of leaf’ 
219) /mo+in´/ [moiª.n´] ‘die-FUT1s’ ‘I will die.’ 
220) /go+´+in´/ [go.i.n´] ‘look-take-FUT1s’ ‘I will find.’ 
221) /oboin´/ [o.bo.i.n´] ‘Oboine’ ‘Oboine’  

   (personal name) 
222) /pusimoi/ [pÉ∏u.si.moiª] ‘bush’ ‘bush’ 

                                                           
10 This is the only word in my data starting with /oi/. The noted syllable break is 

therefore open for dispute.  
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223) /m+oi/ [moiª] ‘eat-RPAST2/3p’ ‘You/they (just) ate.’ 
224) /mo+i/ [mo.i] ‘that place down’ ‘that place down there’11 

225) /du+in´/ [duiª.n´] ‘go-FUT1s’ ‘I will go.’ 
226) /din´/ [di.n´] ‘boil’ ‘boil’ 
227) /du+i/ [du.i] ‘go-DES’ ‘want to go’ 
228) /du/ [du] ‘string’ ‘string’ 
229) /umui/ [u.mu.i] ‘Umui’ ‘Umui’ (personal name) 
230) /´+umu/ [u.mu] ‘take-FPAST1s’ ‘I took.’ 

231) /nimQi+d´/ [ni.mQiª.d´] ‘sister-FOC’ ‘the sister’ 
232) /pinAidi/ [pÉ∏i.nAiª.di] ‘three’ ‘three’ 
233) /nimQi/ [ni.mQiª] ‘sister’ ‘sister’ 
234) /pinAi/ [pÉ∏i.nAiª] ‘Pinai’ ‘Pinai’ (personal name) 
235) /xAlAi/ [xA.lAiª] ‘work’ ‘work’ 
236) /d´+nei/ [d´.neiª] ‘be-PRES2p’ ‘You are.’ 

The only vowel sequences that appear to be contrastive are [o.i] and [oiª] 
(see examples 217 versus 219; 216 is questionable). There are very few such 
examples.  

4.3.3.2 The Sequence /Au/ and /ou/  
237) /AujA/ [Au9.iªA] ‘child-of-brother’ ‘nephew’ 
238) /Ausi/ [A.u.si] ‘mother-of-mother’ ‘grand-mother’ 
239) /AuA/ [Au9.A] 12 ‘aua-vegetable’ ‘kind of vegetable’ 
240) /tAuni/ [ˇHAu9.ni] ‘story’ ‘story’ 
241) /jAuru/ [iªAu9.ru] ‘bird’ ‘bird’ 
242) /xAuA/ [xA.u.A] ‘father-of-father’ ‘grand-father’ 
243) /megAu/ [me.gAu9] ‘Megau’ ‘Megau’ (place name)  
244) /mArAu/ [mA.rA.u] ‘outside’ ‘outside’  
245) /mAu/ [mAu9] ‘stem’ ‘stem’  
246) /sAu/ [sA.u] ‘sau-frog’ ‘kind of frog’  

                                                           
11 The exact meaning of this word is according to my present understanding: ‘(the place) 

previously referred to (which is) down there’. 
12 The syllable break in this example is ambiguous. It could possibly be [A.u9A]. 
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247) /dou+dÉZA/ [dou9.dÉZA] ‘cassowary’ ‘cassowary’ 
248) /doxo/ [do.xo] ‘rat’ ‘rat’ 
249) /mou+jA/ [mou9.iªA] ‘die-FPAST3s’ ‘He died.’ 
250) /du+jA/ [du.iªA] ‘go-FPAST3s’ ‘He went.’ 
251) /mou+o/ [mou9.o] ‘die-RPAST3s’ ‘He (just) died.’ 
252) /du+o/ [du.o] ‘go-RPAST3s’ ‘He (just) went.’ 
253) /woul´/ [u9ou9.l´] ‘sharpen’ ‘sharpen’ 
254) /nouwo/ [nou9.u9o] ‘Nouwo’ ‘Nouwo’ (personal name) 

255) /mAgou/ [mA.gou9] ‘many’ ‘many’ 
256) /megAu/ [me.gAu9] ‘Megau’ ‘Megau’ (place name)  
257) /gou/ [gou9] ‘betel-nut’ ‘betel-nut’ 
258) /guu/ [gu˘] ‘star’ ‘star’ 
259) /wou/ [u9ou9] ‘sheet’ ‘sheet’ 

The only vowel sequences that appear to be contrastive are [A.u] and [Au9] 
(see examples 235 versus 236; examples 243 and 244 are questionable because 
these words occur in my data only on very rare occasions and are, therefore, 
open for dispute). There are very few such examples.  

5. Syllables 
I distinguish between non-ambiguous syllable patterns, which are the most 

frequent syllable types, and syllable patterns which have a surface structure that 
differs from an underlying form.  

5.1 Non-Ambiguous Syllable Patterns 
5.1.1 Syllable Pattern: V 

260) /u/ [u] ‘yellow’ ‘yellow’ 
261) /A/ [A] ‘firewood’ ‘firewood’ 
262) /AnA/ [A.nA] ‘leaf’ ‘leaf’ 
263) /omu/ [o.mu] ‘ginger’ ‘ginger’ 

264) /iAsi/ [i.A.si] ‘Iasi’ ‘Iasi’ (personal name) 
265) /xAuA/ [xA.u.A] ‘father-of-father’ ‘grand-father’ 
266) /mAnA+in´/ [mA.nA.i.n´] ‘learn-FUT1s’ ‘I will learn.’ 
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267) /mAnA+i+lAm/ [mA.nA.i.lAm] ‘learn-1s-OBL’ ‘I should learn.’ 

268) /ie/ [i.e] ‘black’ ‘black’ 
269) /geA/ [ge.A] ‘blood’ ‘blood’ 
270) /du+i/ [du.i] ‘go-DES’ ‘want to go’ 

The following V-syllables are made up of vowel sequences as a complex 
syllable peak (see 4.3.2 above, 4.3.3.1 above, 4.3.3.2 above). 

271) /Au/ [Au9] ‘breast’ ‘breast’ 
272) /´´x´/ [´˘.x´] ‘bring’ ‘bring’ 
273) /i+´gˆ/ [i˘.gˆ] ‘down-there boy’ ‘the boy down there’ 
274) /AujA/ [Au9.iªA] ‘child-of-brother’ ‘nephew’ 

275) /du+ei+mu/ [du.eiª.mu] ‘go-RPAST2p-EQU’ ‘You went, it’s so.’ 
276) /du+ei+d´/ [du.eiª.d´] ‘go-RPAST2p-FOC’ ‘You (just) went.’ 

277) /nuAA/ [nu.A˘] ‘father’ ‘father’ 
278) /du+ei/ [du.eiª] ‘go-RPAST2p’ ‘You (just) went.’ 

5.1.2 Syllable Pattern: CV 
279) /gˆ/ [gˆ] ‘water’ ‘water’ 
280) /bQ/ [bQ] ‘and’ ‘and’ 
281) /mAg´/ [mA.g´] ‘fruit’ ‘fruit’ 

282) /pusimoi/ [pÉ∏u.si.moiª] ‘bush’ ‘bush’ 
283) /memedÉZi / [me.me.dÉZi] ‘eye’ ‘eye’ 

284) /nAgA/ [nA.gA] ‘you-SG’ ‘you’ 
285) /silA/ [si.lA] ‘sugar cane’ ‘sugar cane’ 

The following V-syllables are made up of vowel sequences as a complex 
syllable peak (see 4.3.2 above, 4.3.3.1 above, 4.3.3.2 above). 

286) /guu/ [gu˘] ‘star’ ‘star’ 
287) /niig+A/ [ni˘.gA] ‘read-IMPs’ ‘Read!’ 
288) /mQQd´ / [mQ˘.d´] ‘if’ ‘if’ 
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289) /nimQi+d´/ [ni.mQiª.d´] ‘sister-FOC’ ‘the sister’ 
290) /pinAidi/ [pÉ∏i.nAiª.di] ‘three’ ‘three’ 

291) /uluu/ [u.lu˘] ‘frog’ ‘frog’ 
292) /xAlAi/ [xA.lAiª] ‘work’ ‘work’ 

5.2 Syllable Patterns with Underlying Forms  
Usually, every syllable ends in a vowel. In every-day speech, however, it is 

possible that a syllable on the surface may end in a consonant. This is then the 
case when the final vowel is dropped: It is either not uttered at all or uttered 
voicelessly, i.e. uttered with the movements of the lips only but with no sound. 
The underlying form is the word with the final vowel which becomes apparent 
when we compare a number of examples both with and without the uttered final 
vowel.  

The final vowel is dropped especially after the two nasals /n/ or /m/. For the 
majority of syllables ending in a nasal, I know which final vowel is dropped 
because I have examples where the same word is uttered with that particular 
vowel.  

Some words, however, are uttered always (or almost always) ending in a 
nasal, on the surface without having a final vowel. I hypothesise that 
historically such words also had a vowel in word final position but that it was 
dropped in the past and now the word has received a form in which it no longer 
uses a vowel in word final position.  

5.2.2 Underlying Forms of VC Syllable Patterns 
For the English word ‘yesterday’, it is common to say /di.Am/, CV.VC .  

293) /diAm/ [di.Am] ‘yesterday’ ‘yesterday’ 
But in many instances, a final vowel can be noted, /diAmu/ which, however, 

is uttered voicelessly, i.e. with the rounding of the lips only. On rare occasions 
the final vowel is voiced as is the case with other words. Because of that, I 
perceive the underlying form of this word to have a structure of CV.V.CV, i.e. 
it is quite regular.  

294) /diAmu/ [di.A.mu] ‘yesterday’ ‘yesterday’ 
Similarly, it is possible to note /duon/, CV.VC, which, however, has an 

underlying form of /duonˆ/, i.e. CV.V.CV. 

295) /du+onˆ/ [du.o.nˆ] ‘go-FUT3s’ ‘He will go.’ 
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The principle of dropping the final vowel can be applied to any word, but 
underlyingly the final vowel is always there.  

5.2.2 Underlying Forms of CVC Syllable Patterns 
In the vast majority of examples, the word /xAinAm/ is uttered with a CVC 

syllable pattern on the surface. 
296) /xAinAm/ [xAiª.nAm] ‘kainam-arrow’ ‘kind of arrow’ 

This is even the case when a clitic is added which begins in a consonant. It 
appears that there are consonant clusters (CV.CVC.CV) in the following two 
words: 

297) /xAinAm+d´/ [xAiª.nAm.d´] ‘kainam-arrow-FOC’ ‘the arrow’ 
298) /xAinAm+bi+d´/ [xAiª.nAm.bi.d´] ‘k.-arrow-PL-FOC’ ‘the arrows’ 

However, when the clitic begins in a nasal /n/, the vowel /u/ is inserted 
before it. I believe this vowel /u/ to be the original final vowel of the word 
/xAinAm/ as /u/ is the usual consonant to follow /m/ word finally. Thus 
/xAinAm/ has an underlying form of /xAinAmu/. 

299) /xAinAmu+n´/ [xAiª.nA.mu.n´] ‘k.-arrow-INSTR’ ‘by means of 
    an arrow’ 

We would then re-interpret the previous examples with the apparent 
consonant clusters by taking into consideration the underlying form. The 
consonant clusters disappear.  

300) /xAinAmu+d´/ [xAiª.nAm.d´] ‘kainam-arrow-FOC’ ‘the arrow’ 
301) /xAinAmu+bi+d´/ [xAiª.nAm.bi.d´] ‘k.-arrow-PL-FOC’ ‘the arrows’ 

Similarly, the word /gˆnAm/ is uttered with an apparent CV.CVC syllable 
structure, which, however, might easily have been CV.CV.CV, namely 
/gˆnAmu/. 

302) /gˆnAmu/ [gˆ.nAm] ‘Ginam’ ‘Ginam’ (clan name) 
The word /Anuxu+m/ (V.CV.CVC) is always uttered in this way when the 

equative marker is added. However, since in other words the equative marker is 
realised either as /m/ or /mu/, I state that for /Anuxu+m/, too, the underlying 
form is /Anuxu+mu/, i.e. V.CV.CV.CV  

303) /Anuxu+mu/ [A.nu.xum] ‘who?-EQU’ ‘is who?’ 
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5.3 Some Interpretations on the Basis of Syllable Patterns 
On the basis of the above non-ambiguous syllable patterns and patterns 

where surface structures can be explained on the basis of underlying forms, 
there are no closed syllables. Syllables are always open and, therefore, 
consonant clusters across syllable boundaries not possible at all or at least 
ambiguous. Similarly, within syllables, no non-ambiguous consonant clusters 
have been found. In cases of doubt, where occasional consonant clusters appear 
to occur, I interpret them on the basis of the non-ambiguous syllable patterns. 
Likewise, affricates such as [dÉZ] or [kÉx] are interpreted as one unit C.  

Based on this set of syllable rules, I interpret some of the more difficult 
sounds in the language. After the voiced plosives /g/, /d/, and /b/ sometimes 
labialisation takes place: A sound [W] (or perhaps [u9]) can be heard. So far, this 
sound in this environment has occurred in only about 10 different words in all 
my data. Because it is limited to voiced plosives and because it is very rare, I do 
not treat it as a separate phoneme. Instead of interpreting such a sequence as CC 
pattern, I view [W] (or [u9]) as the surface structure of an underlying vowel /o/ 
which results in a regular CV pattern. My choice for the vowel /o/ as underlying 
form (rather than perhaps /u/) is based mainly on grammatical considerations 
for some of the words. In the following examples, it is best to look at the 
phonetic transcription first and then at my phonemic interpretation. 

304) /AdA / [A.dA] ‘jaw’ ‘jaw’ 
305) /AdoA / [A.dWA] ‘branch fork’ ‘branch fork’ 
306) /Ado+A /13 [A.dWA] ‘cook-IMPs’ ‘Cook!’ 
307) /Ado+e /14 [AdWe] ‘cook-IMPp’ ‘Cook!’ 

308) /nAgA/ [nA.gA] ‘you-SG’ ‘you’ 
309) /go+A/15 [gWA] ‘look-IMPs’ ‘Look!’ 
310) /nogoA/ [no.gWA] ‘spear’ ‘spear’ 
311) /nugoA/ [nu.gWA] ‘he/she/it’ ‘he’ 

                                                           
13 The root of this verb is /Ado/, ‘cook’, but if the verb were entirely regular the 

imperative singular would have to be /Ad+A/. 
14 The root of this verb is /Ado/, ‘cook’, but if the verb were entirely regular the 

imperative plural would have to be /Ad+e/. 
15 The root of this verb is /go/, ‘look’, but if the verb were entirely regular the imperative 

singular would have to be /gA/. 
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The pronunciation of this word is in free variation with the following form: 
312) /nugA/ [nu.gA] ‘he/she/it’ ‘he’ 

313) /mAduA+bo/ [mA.du.A.bo] ‘before-INT’ ‘much before’ 
314) /mAduA+bo+e/ [mA.du.A.bWe]16 ‘before-INT-POSS’ ‘of much before’ 

In another case, as seen in the following table, sometimes palatalisation 
takes place: A sound [¯iª] can be heard, which again would mean a CC pattern. I 
interpret this to be /ni/, i.e. with a regular CV pattern. Evidence for this 
interpretation is the free variation and, again, the regular syllable patterns 
mentioned above.  

Phonemes  Variants  Distribution 
/ni/ [ni] ~ [¯i] ~ [¯i9] word medially  
 [ni] ~ [¯i] word finally  

Table 10: The Distribution of the Variants of /ni/ 

315) /niAbu/ [¯iªA.bu] ‘fire’ ‘fire’ 
316) /xAiniA/ [xAiª.¯iªA] ‘morning’ ‘morning’ 
317) /tAuni/ [ˇHAu9.¯i] ‘story’ ‘story’ 

6. Morphophonemics 
Morphophonemic changes can occur when two morphemes are joined 

together of which the first ends in a vowel and the second begins in a vowel. In 
the Pinai-Hagahai language, there are not many different morphophonemic 
changes that occur, and they most often involve the vowel /´/.  

In the following sections, I have grouped the examples according to the 
following order:  

1. The first example shows the first morpheme in its isolated form. 
2. The second example shows the second morpheme in isolated form. 
3. The third example shows the two morphemes combined. 

                                                           
16 The [e] in [mA.du.A.bWe] may possibly be a possessive case marker, but this is 

uncertain.  
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6.1 Phonological Considerations 
6.1.1 The Vowel Least Resistant to Change: /´/ 

The vowel /´/ is generally a weak vowel. When preceded or followed by 
another vowel, it often loses its phonetic characteristics. 

6.1.1.1 The Combination Vx + ´  
As a first rule, I state: Vx + ´ => VxVx. 

The closing vowel of the first morpheme retains its quality, but is 
lengthened, when the initial vowel of the second morpheme is /´/.  

318) /sA/ [sA] ‘above’ ‘above’ 
319) /´gˆ/ [´.gˆ] ‘boy’ ‘boy’ 
320) /sA+´gˆ/ [sA˘.gˆ] ‘above boy’ ‘the boy above’ 

321) /sAnA/ [sA.nA] ‘small’ ‘small’ 
322) /´gˆ/ [´.gˆ] ‘boy’ ‘boy’ 
323) /sAnA+´gˆ/ [sA.nA˘.gˆ] ‘small boy’ ‘little brother’ 

324) /xA/ [xA] ‘NEG’ ‘not’ 
325) /´+mo+dˆl´/ [´.mo.dˆ.l´] ‘take-CL-PRES1s’ ‘I am taking.’ 
326) /xA+´+mo+dˆl´/  [xA˘.mo.dˆ.l´]  ‘NEG-take-CL-PR1s’ ‘I am not   

    taking.’ 

327) /i/ [i] ‘down-there’ ‘down there’ 
328) /´gˆ/ [´.gˆ] ‘boy’ ‘boy’ 
329) /i+´gˆ/ [i˘.gˆ] ‘down-there boy’ ‘the boy  

    down there’ 

330) /gi/ [gi] ‘time’ ‘time’ 
331) /´nA/ [´.nA] ‘and’ ‘and’ 
332) /gi+inA/ [gi˘.nA] ‘time and’ ‘time and’ 

333) /dÉZilo/ [dÉZi.lo] ‘jilo-arrow’ ‘kind of arrow’ 
334) /´+mo+dˆl´/ [´.mo.dˆ.l´] ‘take-CL-PRES1s’ ‘I am taking.’ 
335) /dÉZilo+´+mo+dˆl´/ [dÉZi.lo˘.mo.dˆ.l´] ‘jilo-take-CL-PRE1s’‘I am   

   befriending.’ 
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336) /s´/ [s´] ‘below’ ‘below’ 
337) /´gˆ/ [´.gˆ] ‘boy’ ‘boy’  
338) /s´+´gˆ/ [s´˘.gˆ] ‘below boy’ ‘the boy below’ 

339) /mod´/ [mo.d´] ‘big’ ‘big’ 
340) /´gˆ/ [´.gˆ] ‘boy’ ‘boy’ 
341) /mod´+´gˆ/ [mo.d´˘.gˆ] ‘big boy’ ‘elder brother’ 

342) /ulu/ [u.lu] ‘young’ ‘young’17 
343) /´gˆ/ [´.gˆ] ‘boy’ ‘boy’ 
344) /ulu+´gˆ/ [u.lu˘.gˆ] ‘young boy’ ‘younger   

   brother’ 

As a comparison, other vowels in the position of /´/ in the above examples, 
resist such change.  

345) /sA/ [sA] ‘above’ ‘above’ 
346) /i/ [i] ‘vine’ ‘vine’ 
347) /sA+i/ [sA.i] ‘above vine’ ‘the vine above’ 

348) /s´/ [s´] ‘below’ ‘below’ 
349) /A/ [A] ‘firewood’ ‘firewood’ 
350) /s´+A/ [s´.A] ‘below firewood’ ‘the firewood 

    below’ 

351) /i/ [i] ‘vine’ ‘vine’ 
352) /ubu/ [u.bu] ‘bridge’  ‘bridge’ 
353) /i+ubu/ [i.u.bu] ‘vine bridge’ ‘vine bridge’ 

While [iubu] in this example is the common pronunciation, I noted one 
instance where the variant [iibu] was used.   

354) /i+ubu/ [i˘.bu] ‘vine bridge’ ‘vine bridge’ 

                                                           
17 Depending on the context, the word /ulu/ can also mean ‘bad’.  
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6.1.1.2. The Combination #´ + Vy  

As a second rule, I state: #´ + Vy => #Vy, in which Vy is a vowel other than 
/i/. 

If the first morpheme consists only of /´/, which is the verb ‘take’, and the 
second begins in a vowel other than /i/, that vowel retains its quality and /´/ 
disappears. I found no evidence that this is also true when /´/ is preceded by a 
consonant. Furthermore, because so far I found no other verb that consists only 
of a vowel, e.g. /o/, a comparison cannot be made.  

While the above rule is limited to one morpheme only, it is nevertheless 
important and helps to explain other morphophonemic changes as seen below.  

355) /´/ [´] ‘take’ ‘take’ 
356) /umA/ [u.mA] ‘FPAST2s’ ‘FPAST2s’ 
357) /´+umA/ [u.mA] ‘take-FPAST2s’ ‘You took.’ 
Compare: 
358) /du+umA/ [du˘.mA] ‘go-FPAST2s’ ‘You went.’ 

359) /´/ [´] ‘take’ ‘take’ 
360) /A+ne/ [A.ne] ‘IMPs-POT’ ‘IMPs-POT’ 
361) /´+A+ne/ [A.ne] ‘take-IMPs-POT’ ‘Take, please!’ 
Compare: 
362) /du+A+ne/ [du.A.ne] ‘go-IMPs-POT’ ‘Go, please!’ 

363) /´/ [´] ‘take’ ‘take’ 
364) /e+ne/ [e.ne] ‘IMPp-POT’ ‘IMPp-POT’ 
365) /´+e+ne/ [e.ne] ‘take-IMPp-POT’ ‘Take, please!’ 
Compare: 
366) /du+e+ne/ [du.e.ne] ‘go-IMPp-POT’ ‘Go, please!’ 
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6.1.1.3 The Combination #´ + i  
As a third rule, I state: #´ + i => #ˆ. 
If the first morpheme consists only of /´/, which is the verb ‘take’, and the 

second begins in a vowel /i/, then /i/ changes its quality to /ˆ/ and /´/ disappears. 
(Compare the section on grammatical considerations, 6.2 below.) 

367) /´/ [´] ‘take’ ‘take’ 
368) /inA/ [i.nA] ‘FUT2s’ ‘FUT2s’ 
369) /´+inA/ [ˆ.nA] ‘take-FUT2s’ ‘You will take.’ 
Compare:  
370) /j´/ [iª́ ] ‘come’ ‘come’ 
371) /inA/ [i.nA] ‘FUT2s’ ‘FUT2s’ 
372) /j´+inA/ [i.nA]18 ‘come-FUT2s’ ‘You will come.’ 

373) /´/ [´] ‘take’ ‘take’ 
374) /imA/ [i.mA] ‘FPAST2s’ ‘FPAST2s’ 
375) /´+imA/ [ˆ.mA] ‘take-FPAST2s’ ‘You took.’ 
Compare: 
376) /j´/ [iª́ ] ‘come’ ‘come’ 
377) /imA/ [i.mA] ‘FPAST2s’ ‘FPAST2s’ 
378) /j´+imA/ [i.mA] ‘come-FPAST2s’ ‘You came.’ 

6.1.2 The Vowel /Q/ 
As a general rule, I state: A + e => Q. 
A morpheme ending in /A/ and the second beginning in /e/ sometimes 

results in [Q] in everyday speech. However, it is not so that /Q/ is always the 
result of a morphophonemic change, involving /A/ and /e/.  

379) /nAgA/ [nA.gA] ‘you-SG’ ‘you’ 
380) /e/ [e] ‘ACC’ ‘ACC’ 
381) /nAgA+e/ [nA.gQ] ‘you-SG-ACC’ ‘to you’ 
382) /nidÉZA/ [ni.dÉZA] ‘you-PL’ ‘you’ 
383) /e/ [e] ‘ACC’ ‘ACC’ 
384) /nidÉZA+e/ [ni.dÉZQ] ‘you-PL-ACC’ ‘to you’ 

                                                           
18 This is the form used in regular, not slow speech. 
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6.1.3 The Consonant Least Resistant to Change: /j/ 
6.1.3.1 The Sequence /j´/ 

In a single morpheme the consonant /j/ is able to influence the following 
central vowel /´/ to become a front vowel /e/. This becomes evident in the word 
for ‘pig’ which has a common surface structure [iªe.n´].   

385) /jen´/ [iªe.n´] ‘pig’ ‘pig’ 
In elicited, deliberate speech, however, this word is distinguished with the 

underlying form [iª´.n´]. 

386) /j´n´/ [iª́ .n´] ‘pig’ ‘pig’ 
In contrast, the word for ‘to go around’ is cited, with both an underlying and 

surface form of [iªe.n´]. 

387) /jen´/ [iªe.n´] ‘go around’ ‘go around’ 
Similarly, the word for ‘come’ has both an underlying form and a surface 

form. The one used in verb constructions is often the following underlying 
form: 

388) /j´/ [iª́ ] ‘come’ ‘come’ 
However, when the word is used in isolation, when the root stands by itself, 

the following surface form is used: 
389) /je/ [iªe] ‘come’ ‘come’ 

6.1.3.2 The Sequence /ji/ 
The sequence /ji/ also has both a surface form and an underlying one. The 

commonly heard surface form is [i]. The underlying form of [iªi] is only used 
when a contrast needs to be made to [i].  

For instance, the word for ‘you came’ has the following surface structure: 
390) /imA/ [i.mA] ‘come-FPAST2s’ ‘You came.’ 

But the underlying form is as follows: 
391) /j´+imA/ [iªi.mA] ‘come-FPAST2s’ ‘You came.’ 

This is in contrast to the word for ‘cry’ which has [i.mA] both as surface and 
underlying form: 

392) /im+A/ [i.mA] ‘cry-IMPs’ ‘Cry!’ 
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6.1.3.3 The Combination CV + je  
As a rule, I state: je + je  => jee 

 l´ + je  => lee 

These morphophonemic rules are limited to the two common demonstratives 
/je/, ‘this’, and /l´/, ‘that’. 

393) /je/ [iªe] ‘this’ ‘this’ 
394) /jemA/ [iªe.mA] ‘woman’ ‘woman’ 
395) /je+jemA/ [iªe˘.mA] ‘this woman’ ‘this woman’ 

396) /l´/ [l´] ‘that’ ‘that’ 
397) /jen´/ [iªe.n´] ‘pig’ ‘pig’ 
398) /l´+jen´/ [le˘.n´] ‘that pig’ ‘that pig’ 

6.2 Grammatical Considerations 

6.2.1 General Comments 
One important area of morphophonemics in the Pinai-Hagahai language has 

to do with the verb morphology, the verb being the most crucial aspect of the 
grammar. I, therefore, include some comments about morphophonemics as it 
relates to the verb.  

Every verb has a minimal form, the root, which can take some functions in 
certain sentences. I divide verbs according to the final vowel of the root. There 
are two groups of verb roots: those ending in /o/ and those ending in /´/. I 
include a third group in the following discussion: those ending in /´/ but with a 
preceeding /j/, which function slightly differently due to the preceding /j/ (see 
6.1.3 above).  

399) /j´/ [iª́ ] ‘come’ ‘come’ 
400) /d´/ [d´] ‘be’ ‘be’   
401) /mo/ [mo] ‘eat’ ‘eat’ 

When we order these representative verbs according to their surface forms, 
they create an interesting symmetry. The verb root corresponds with RPAST3s.  
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 Front Central Back 

 Unrounded Rounded Unrounded Rounded Unrounded Rounded 

Close       

Near-close       

Close-mid ye     mo 

Mid   d´    

Open-mid       

Near-open       

Open       

Table 11: Table of Verb Roots and RPAST3s  
The symmetry becomes more striking, when we create certain tenses in 

certain persons. In order to form some tenses and moods in some persons, the 
final vowel of the root is dropped and a portmanteau suffix indicating 
tense/person/number is added.  

For instance, the tense for RPAST1p is created by using the corresponding 
mid-vowels.  

402) /j´+elˆ/ [iªe.lˆ] ‘come-RPAST1p’ ‘I (just) came.’ 
403) /d´+´lˆ/ [d´.lˆ] ‘be-RPAST1p’ ‘I (just) was.’ 
404) /m+olˆ/ [mo.lˆ] ‘eat-RPAST1p’ ‘I (just) ate.’  

 Front Central Back 
 Unrounded Rounded Unrounded Rounded Unrounded Rounded 
Close       
Near-close       
Close-mid jel…     mol… 
Mid   d´li    

Open-mid       
Near-open       
Open       

Table 12: Table of RPAST1p  

For FPAST1s and 1p, a high vowel is chosen plus an ending [mu].  

405) /j´+imu/ [i.mu] ‘come-FPAST1s’ ‘I came.’ 
406) /d´+imu/ [dˆ.mu] ‘be-FPAST1s’ ‘I was.’ 
407) /m+umu/ [mu.mu] ‘eat-FPAST1s’ ‘I ate.’  
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 Front Central Back 
 Unrounded Rounded Unrounded Rounded Unrounded Rounded 

Close jimu  dіlt   mumu 

Near-close       

Close-mid       

Mid       

Open-mid       

Near-open       

Open       

Table 13: Table of FPAST1s and 1p  
The same principle is applicable to several other persons of different tenses, 

but not to all of them. For example, for FPAST3s the same suffix is added to all 
three verbs. The same applies to FPAST2/3p, but not to RPAST2/3p. The future 
tense, in contrast, uses a mixture of various endings with more variants 
throughout the paradigms. So on the whole, while the above tables do give 
some insights into the morphophonemics of verbs, it is still best to individually 
list all the different portmanteau endings when creating verb paradigms. 

The Combination ´ + i  

The following examples show how morphophonemic changes can lead to 
alternative forms, both of which occur approximately equally in frequency: 

408) /n´´/ [n´˘] ‘give’ ‘give’ 
409) /in´/ [i.n´] ‘FUT1s’ ‘FUT1s’ 
410) /n´´+in´/ [n´.ˆ.n´]19 ‘give-FUT1s’ ‘I will give.’ 

Alternative form: 
411) /n´´+in´/ [nei.n´] ‘give-FUT1s’ ‘I will give.’ 

412) /j´´/ [iª́ ˘] ‘hear’ ‘hear’ 
413) /in´/ [i.n´] ‘FUT1s’ ‘FUT1s’ 
414) /j´´+in´/ [iª́ .ˆ.n´] ‘hear-FUT1s’ ‘I will hear.’ 

Alternative form: 
415) /j´´+in´/ [iªeiª.n´] ‘hear-FUT1s’ ‘I will hear.’ 

                                                           
19 In all my data I recorded only one occurrence of [ˆª], namely in the variant [n´ ª̂.n´]. 

Because of the lack of clear, distinctive examples I dismiss it as a phoneme.  
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